THOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITED
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS' REPORT
Report on Race Meeting held at Port Lincoln Racecourse
by the Kimba Racing Club on Sunday, 22 March 2020

Stewards:

A. Milne (A/Chairman) & J. Petzer (HT) (Stewards), P. Dearman (F), J. Perry (M),
R. Evans, J. Harvey & T. Kenny (Deputy Stewards), Dr.B. Agnew (Veterinary
Surgeon)

TRACK: Good 4

(Track with some give in it)

RAIL: True
WEATHER: Overcast
RIDER CHANGES:
Race
3

Horse
LOVES EDGE

Rider
D. Caboche

Replaced By

Reason
Late notification Explanation accepted

-----------------------------------RACE 1: KIMBA GATEWAY HOTEL / COMMERCIAL HOTEL COWELL /
ACCOLADE WINES / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATE - 1210 Metres
GUNFIREINTHECITY (T. Pannell) - raced keenly in the early stages of the event. Shifted about
under pressure in the straight.
BEERS ON BILL (S. Fawke) - jumped away awkwardly.
SONAR ECHO (K. Bishop) - raced wide without cover throughout the event. Trainer Mr A. Justice
was advised a warning had been placed on the gelding in relation to being difficult to load.
THE MASTER (K. Crowther) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event.
ANASTASIA SKILL (J. Toeroek) - inclined to lay in, in the straight.
LOVE ME HARDER (T. Voorham) - raced wide without cover throughout the event.
RACE 2: VENNING BROS / VENNING AUTO ELECTRICS BENCHMARK 54 HANDICAP
- 1210 Metres
TAJAVEDO (T. Pannell) - jumped away awkwardly.
FEARLESS AL (J. Chau) - laid in, in the straight. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no
visible abnormalities.
COPPERFIELDS (L. Neindorf) - laid in from the vicinity of the 400 metres until the remainder of
the event.
MR TRUMAN (S. Logan) - raced keenly in the middle stages of the event. In the vicinity of the 700
metres was eased off the heels of AVORA SUN.
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RACE 2: VENNING BROS / VENNING AUTO ELECTRICS BENCHMARK 54 HANDICAP
- 1210 Metres (Cont’d)
ARTFUL AMBITION (R. Hurdle) - jumped away awkwardly.
AVORA SUN (J. Toeroek) - laid out in the straight.
CHOUX BACQUAT (NZ) (K. Bishop) - raced wide without cover throughout the event.
ROSIE LOUISE (D. Caboche) - slow to begin.
RACE 3: LIENERT ENGINEERING “BUD WOOLFORD MEMORIAL” CLASS TWO HANDICAP
- 1390 Metres
HE'S ABEL (S. Logan) - jumped away awkwardly and shifted in and bumped STURT’S PRIDE.
Laid in, in the straight.
SERIOUS MOONLIGHT (S. Fawke) - approaching the vicinity of the 200 metres shifted in onto
AIR MAIL, which was obliged to momentarily take hold. Rider reminded of his obligations when
shifting ground in future.
LOVES EDGE (D. Caboche) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.
AIR MAIL (L. Neindorf) - approaching the 200 metres had to momentarily take hold as SERIOUS
MOONLIGHT shifted in.
KAAPOW (K. Bishop) - raced wide without cover throughout the event.
STURT'S PRIDE (K. Crowther) - bumped on jumping away by HE’S ABEL, which shifted in.
RACE 4: WEST COAST BITUMEN BENCHMARK 58 HANDICAP - 1750 Metres
WHAT A SHOCK (NZ) (J. Potter) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. Rider
reported the gelding was disappointing to the finish. A post-race veterinary examination revealed
the gelding to have thumps and showed a poor recovery.
DON'T DISMISS (T. Pannell) - in the vicinity of the 1350 metres had to be momentarily steadied
when WITCH KID shifted in.
WITCH KID (J. Toeroek) - in the vicinity of the 1350 metres shifted in onto DON’T DISMISS. Rider
reminded of his obligations when shifting ground.
TICKLE ME ERNIE (E. Annells) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. Raced
wide without cover throughout the event.
RACE 5: THE MARINA HOTEL & APARTMENTS BENCHMARK 58 HANDICAP - 1000 Metres
HEAVENS FLIGHT (T. Voorham) - jumped away awkwardly and shifted out onto WILANDER
PRINCESS inconveniencing that runner and in turn was taken out onto TUNGKETTA. Hung out
throughout the event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed the gelding to be lame in the
off forelg. Trainer, Ms S. Williams, was advised that a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was required
prior to a future trial or race start.
THOUSAND DEGREES (S. Fawke) - Trainer Mr T. Montgomerie was reprimanded under AR65 for
failing to produce the Thoroughbred Identification Card. The horse was permitted to start as it
was able to be identified from records held by Stewards. Jumped away awkwardly and shifted in
onto SHANE hampering that runner.
SHANE (J. Potter) - hampered at the start by A THOUSAND DEGREES, which shifted in.
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RACE 5: THE MARINA HOTEL & APARTMENTS BENCHMARK 58 HANDICAP
- 1000 Metres (Cont’d)
TUNGKETTA (D. Caboche) - lost its position on jumping away by WILANDER PRINCESS, which
was taken out by HEAVENS FLIGHT, which shifted out.
WILANDER PRINCESS (J. Chau) - inconvenienced by HEAVENS FLIGHT, which shifted out.
RACE 6: HARDER TRANSPORT FLYING HANDICAP - 1210 Metres
DEBEERSONUS (T. Pannell) - inclined to lay in under pressure in the straight.
MOGHUL EMPIRE (T. Voorham) - slow into stride. A post-race veterinary examination revealed a
lower than expected heart rate.
BELLOMO (K. Crowther) - slow to begin.
VICTOR VICTOR (M. Collett) - slow into stride.
PHANTOM DATE (J. Potter) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event.
RACE 7: DK QUARRIES KIMBA CUP - 1960 Metres
SIZZLING BULLET (T. Voorham) - in the vicinity of the 1500 metres had to be momentarily
steadied when ABBI FEDE shifted in. Approaching the finish shifted in marginally and bumped
ABBI FEDE.
ABBI FEDE (S. Fawke) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. In the vicinity of
the 1500 metres shifted in onto SIZZLING BULLET, which had to be steadied. Rider reprimanded.
Held up for clear running from the vicinity of the 400 metres until approaching the 200 metres.
Shifted out over the concluding stages bumping SIZZLING BULLET.
SHINSEKI (J. Chau) - rider accidentally dropped his whip in the vicinity of the 50 metres.
BEACH GOD (L. Neindorf) - rider reported the gelding did not feel comfortable in its action
throughout the event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed the gelding to be lame in the
off hind leg. Trainer, Mr D. Carrison, was advised that a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was
required prior to a future trial or race start.
BANRI DE HERO (S. Logan) - underwent a pre-race veterinary examination and was found to be
lame in the near foreleg. Acting on this advice, Stewards declared BANRI DE HERO a late
scratching at 2. 51 pm.
RACE 8: ELDERS INSURANCE BENCHMARK 62 HANDICAP - 1390 Metres
ONWARD (R. Hurdle) - jumped away awkwardly and shifted out onto ANGEL’S WISH.
TASKMASTER (J. Toeroek) - raced wide without cover throughout the event. Inclined to lay in, in
the straight. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.
ANGEL'S WISH (J. Chau) - tightened on jumping away between ONWARD, which shifted out and
LEONARDA, which shifted in.
JUSTICA (D. Caboche) - rider reported the filly was placed under pressure in the vicinity of the
800 metres and when it did not respond to his riding, he elected not to test the filly over the
concluding stages. Trainer Ms J. Stoetzer confirmed the filly would now be spelled.
LEONARDA (S. Logan) - jumped away awkwardly and shifted in onto ANGEL’S WISH.
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RACE 8: ELDERS INSURANCE BENCHMARK 62 HANDICAP - 1390 Metres (Cont’d)
TURFONIC (M. Collett) - laid out in the straight.
--------------------------------------ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (3):
Race 2 - AVORA SUN (winner)
Race 5 - SCENIC MINT (winner)
Race 7 - BRAMFIELD (winner)
----------------------------------------

SUMMARY
FINES

Nil

SEVERE REPRIMANDS
REPRIMANDS

Nil
Race 5 - Mr T. Montgomerie - AR65 - Failed to produce TIC for A
THOUSAND DEGREES.
Race 7 - S. Fawke (ABBI FEDE) - AR131(a) - Careless Riding.
Nil
Race 1 - SONAR ECHO - Warned - Difficult to load.
Race 5 - HEAVENS FLIGHT - Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness
required prior to future trial or race - Lame off foreleg.
Race 7 - BANRI DE HERO - Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness required
prior to future trial or race - Lame near foreleg - Late scratching.
Race 7 - BEACH GOD - Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness required
prior to future trial or race - Lame off hind leg.
Nil
Nil

SUSPENSIONS
HORSE ACTIONS

ADJOURNED INQUIRIES
MEDICAL CLEARANCE
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